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A FINANCE BILL
TO ALLOCATE A MAXIMUM OF TWO HUNDRED TWENTY-FOUR DOLLARS AND SIXTY-FOUR CENTS ($224.64) FROM THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT INITIATIVES ACCOUNT TO FUND TEN CALCULATORS TO BE AVAILABLE FOR CHECKOUT IN MIDDLETON LIBRARY

PARAGRAPH 1: WHEREAS, the ability to rent calculators from Middleton Library will alleviate stress from students in the event that they forgot their calculator; and

PARAGRAPH 2: WHEREAS, five TI-30X IIS 2-Line Scientific calculators cost $13.37 each, five BA II Plus financial calculators cost $29.89 each, and one pack of ten clear bags cost $8.34; and

PARAGRAPH 3: WHEREAS, student government will receive publicity through a label on each bag with the student government logo; and

PARAGRAPH 4: WHEREAS, most of our peer institutions have this initiative in place and is widely successful; and

PARAGRAPH 5: WHEREAS, the funds will be allocated as follows:

5 TI-30X IIS 2-Line Scientific Calculators @ $13.37 each
5 BA II Plus Financial Calculators @ $29.89 each
1 pack of 10 clear bags @ $8.34 each
Total: $224.64

PARAGRAPH 6: THEREFORE, BE IT ENACTED BY THE LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY STUDENT SENATE that a maximum of two hundred twenty-four dollars and sixty-four cents ($224.64) from the student government initiative account fund ten calculators to be available for checkout in Middleton Library, and

PARAGRAPH 7: BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED THAT A COPY OF THIS BILL BE TRANSMITTED TO Ms. Plank Head of Circulation at LSU Libraries.

PARAGRAPH 8: THIS BILL SHALL TAKE EFFECT UPON PASSAGE BY A TWO-THIRDS (2/3) VOTE OF THE LSU STUDENT SENATE AND SIGNATURE BY THE PRESIDENT, UPON LAPSE OF TIME FOR
PRESIDENTIAL action, or if vetoed by the President and subsequently approved by the Senate, on the date of such approval.
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